Since 1984 DEC has established itself in a leadership role in the innovation and manufacture of catalytic converters. Our commitment is to make sure you get the correct and legal product the first time. If it’s not in our California catalog – it’s probably not California legal.
Is Your Converter California Legal?

- Industries largest SKU mix – over 6,000 California Applications
- Complete online catalog – www.deccats.com
- The only company that features Factory Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs)
- Our own coveted Tech-Notes – helps you zero in on a known problem on an application basis

FEATURES OF THE 9 SERIES:
- Specifically designed and Certified for California.

Is Your Converter California Legal? www.convertercheck.com

Distributed by:

Manufactured by:
DIVERSIFIED ENVIRONMENTAL CATALYSTS
14645 KESWICK STREET, VAN NUYS, CA 91405
For Technical Support:
(888) OBD-2-CAT • www.deccats.com